


Cresta vig mon paee 2 of his letter, "Hew, Af the Commi setont: 

The Commission's calculations are subject to some doubt, for the réagon 

that the figures which appear in the tabJulation in CB 88) do not correspond 

exactly with the figures in the corresponding tabulation in CEs 882 and 683. 
It is true thab the tabulation in cis 862 and 883 cannet be read even with 

magnifying glass, However, the original tabulation appears on a large phote+ 

aopy of the plat mat which has been obtained from the Dallas surveyor's office. 

There are significant Ghecrepenciss pebween several of the frame mumbers 

on the original ami the corresponding lines of the tainiatien 4 in CE 88h, 

The diserepancies are not consistent with the "adjustwernts" made in 

order to take account of the 10" difference in height between the Presidential 

Limonsine and the FSI re-enactment car (SH U:8 and 151), 

He states further, on page 2, "1 
wiet t me 3 did fini b brn. 

through ie “bai 86 OF th a BECK see on 

iS v4 through now excited fron ‘the body 

but had fallen out of the entran 8 That is apparent from the 

testimony of Secret, Service agents Roy Kellerman and William Greer, and 

from the report of FBI agents Sibert ami O'Neill (included in Commission 

Document No. 7, National Avehives). Indeed, Fletcher Knebel, an ardent 

advocate of the Warren Report, in his LOOK arbicle of July 12, 1966 (page 71) 

gave a version which differs from the Comigsionfs, According to Knebel, 

it was on Saturday morning and not during the actual arbopsy examination 

that the surgeons "reconstructed ami reanalyzed their sutopsy work and cane 

40 the conclusions that the bullet had passed through Kennedy, exliing at 

his neck,"  Knebel, in effect, thus concedes that the autopsy findings 

were not predicated exclusively on objective examination of the bodys 

The seme impression is created by Dr. Humes! question to Dr. Perry by 

telephone, on Saburday morning (as the Report claims), when he agked if the 

Parkland doctors had “made any wounds in the back" (68 16-17), 



He saya, again on page By *"Ifseethe ceoulaers are ge enel PLY sh led, or tly 
head thrust ne Lorwar hy he We oe LS above the vind ane” 

om when he = on 
page 8 of his letter, "observe the position ‘of the Presidents 
elunped," 

Grentfords on page , discusses the probabiti 
Seoneat tet ye enee as oppe 

sree sen: y messured, 4 f smmediately 3 ae ? f 

Granted that the probability of emer on tie part of thet bow nom 
medical observers (Kellerman, Greer, Sibert and OMelLI) may bi high, 
it is arresting--and most not be ignored-—<that they alll made the same 
error, in taking away the impression that the bullet had nob gone  tbhrough 

the bedy ner exited on the anterior side, 

Was the "firgt-hend" evidence "precisely measured” or “immediately 

weitten dows"? he written measurements are precise ard consistent 

as to the position ef the wounds but the visual. representa ve 

| - Position of the sane wound in CE 397 (as Crawford well mons) is mach 
iower than the neek and, by another of thoge 

partisans of the Commiggion are able to accept, c 

with the holes in the cost and shirt as welll as the eyewitness testimony 
placing the wound below the neck (as much as h to 6 inches). 

As for the immediate writing down of th: findings, Dr. Hames testified 
that +t was only on Sumiay morning that he made a draft of the autopsy 

report——rather an inexplicable delay of some 2) hours. One might have 
thought that he would have written the autopsy repert no later than hig 
conversations with Dr, Perry on Saturday morving, were the autopsy findings 

immaterial to the police investigation of the orime? Apparently, since . 
nothing in the evidence suggests that the findings were evex communicated 
to the Dallas Police—-the agency holding jurisdiction—end, if Fletcher 
Knebel ig correct, the autopsy report did not go immediately to the FBI, 

Reverting to the “diagram made by the doctors during the exainabion,* 
Crawford! s attention showld be invited to the diagram of the skull, on the 
reverse side of the diagran of the posterior male figure in CE 397 to which 

_ he has referred, The diagram of the skull does not include the small 
round bullet wund of entrance which the atm autepsy surgeons and the 

Comission say was there (but which alll the non-medical witnesses save 
Kellerman—whose deseription is ambiguous—~and all the Parkland doctors 

failed to see or gorroborate), Since Crawford argues both the accuracy 
and the probity of thi autepsy doctors, perhaps he would wish to comment 
on the omission from the diagram of the entrance wound in the beads 



On pages 4 and 5, ir. Crawford notes that the Governor gave his testimony (insisting that he was hit by « second bullet after the first bullet hit the President) "not realizing that if he were right, (the Commission) had 

I am moved to comment on Mry Crawford's exquist 

: page by Crawfard states his conclusion that "Kennedy tg hands Start 

ward his wound at or shortly before Frame 22), and Uonnalig's hams bart towe: a his wound at 22 3, & delay of Slightly over Sne-TOurun Gr 

I visited the Archives on July 22, 1968, and viewed the Zepruder 
color slides projected on a screen, using a magnifying glass, ly 
contemporaneous notes indicate an abrupt, dramatic turn by Mee, Kennady 
toward the President during frames 20)~206; my notes on frame 206 state, 
"The President.s.seems to be clutching or choking. Mrs, Kenedy is looking 
at him and Leaning toward him (her nose and eyes are visible) ." 
I concluded froa my study of the Zapruder color slides that the President 
had been hit somewhat before frame 210—that is, while a tree obscured hin _ 
from the Depository winder, Evidence for an earlier shot is foumd in the 
testimony of Abraham Zapruder, who said "I heard the first shot and I seer 
the President lean over and grab himself like this (holding his left chest 
avea}" (7H S71)» , 

The significance of Zapruder's observations become apparent when one 
considers that, according to the Comission, the President could not have 
been shot from the Depository window before frame 210, because of the tree, 
and that he was shot. sometime between frames 210 and 225, while he was 
obscured from Zapruder’s camera by the Stemmons Freeway Sighs  DBut if he 
Was shot only when he was behind that sign, how could Zapruder have seen . 
him react to tho shot?. 

Vincent Salandria, who hes examined the Zaproder film and color slides 
and made significent measurements (using two projectors and superimposing one 
slide en another), in his notes of dune 27, 1966, observed that the President 
was begining to clutch at himself in franes 200+203, 

| Ray Marcus, a Los angeles researcher, independently reached conclusions 
Similar to my own, in his study of the Zapruder franes—that is, that Mra. 
Kemmedy's turn toward her husband suggests that he was hit at frame 203. 



Mareus believes that the President's hand is already moving toward hig . 
throat in frames 202-207, In support of a bullet hit earlier than 
frame 200, Marcus notes that: 

“essin L/Sths second,..from (frame) 189 to 20h, hand has. 
meved from top of wave--with fingers at height of top of 
head—dewmrard to chin level, But in the next l~and~1/sth 
seconmissesfrom (frame) 20) to 226, there is ttle 
additional downward notion of hand," 

Turning now to the Connelly hit, Crawford claims to see the start of 
Connallyts reaction to a bullet wound at frame 229. My own notes, on the 
other hand, indicate the first manifestation of pain or other evidence of 
a bullet hitting the Governor at frame 238,  Salandria says of Cormallly 
in frame 232 that "there does not appear any abnormality." Of frame 235 
Salandria says, "Connally's hand shews no signs of damage." of 237, he 
says, "here ig when Lifton thinks that shoulder shes, the left shoulder 
of Comally shows a definite downward motion" bub states that he himself 
dees not see that. Ab frame 238, Salandria notes a pronounced downnrd 
thrust of Connslly's right shoulders; he then superimposed frame 237 on 
frame 236, using two projectors, to see whether there is any difference 
—with the result, as Salandria records it, that "something major. appears 
to have happened." At frame 243, Salandria states, "his mouth is 
definitely open here..s.It seems as if ha is shouting." 

Ray Marcus, too, believes that Connally was not hit before frame 232; 

Marcus sees a sharp reaction bo pain at frame 2h. 

Salandria, Marcus, and I have given considerable weight to the position 
and uninjured state of Connally's right hand and wist, well. into the 2230's 
series of frames. The movements of the seemingly uninjured wrist are a 
forceful, if not decisive, argument against the Commission's argument that 
one missile caused all of Connally's wounds. If he was bit by the. Kennedy 
bullet—-ises, before frame 225——he would not have been able te use his right 

hand normally, as he does, in the 23's frames, 

Crawford is aware of the insurrmountability of that argument. Since he 
is quite willing to depart from the Commission's conclusions for the Commission's 
own good, he brings forward and revives the suggestion (by Drs, Gregory and 
light) that the wrist wound could have been caused by a fragment of the 
bullet that struck the President's head in frame 313. Against that possibility 
is the fact that, according to my contemporaneous notes on the Zapruder frames, 
the Governor's right hand droops Limply dowmard as if badly injured at frame 
272, full second before the frame 313 head shot. 



baxscoret "3 vm poreretd 2 ime robeb able on » dicterent : 

= renner “' v0 tat woe en St 109) the 
me agromesaarrbs usly as 83 Ofte (ce 372) and ae tle = ihe 

abere 5 (when it comes to disparaging very powerful. testimony 

favorite Comission), were not noticed by & ay of these « concerted, and bath 

versions + got inte the Report. 
. reover, the Dea. Olivier, Deienian and agit formed their conclusions 

peatiiy on the basis of what Epstein (in Inquest, page 121) calls Mat bow 1 a 

ue extrapolation. And Dry Idghb added that bis opinion in # 

the 6 gingle-nuieatte hypothesis inal was bated on "nothing about that (etretcher) 

tulet" (58 95) but on "the cleounsbaricetessethe relative positions,..6f the 

President ani the Gevernor® (Ibids)» 

i believe, ineidentally, that it was Curtis Comrford 

é¢alled | ny attention to Dr, Olivier's disingemonus "diffident” suggest: 

on way p53 296) of the sindieuledtte-tgpeteain s (one bullet resy 

oblige | the Commission and its inventive counsel aSpecter.





is te lagia, WA me maze tha 30 shold be - 
that the ‘shoe win be on the wight Leche 

impression ab the end of the autopsy thet the bullet in the bade hed 
enstrates ouly & short distance and had mot extted fron the anber ie: 

of the bedye 

7+ hat the FBT was unare s ants 
the Summary ‘Report of Decem par 9, 1963. 

Be That the BBL was still unemare of the antopay findings when it onl bated 

Sooret Service, states that tie estopey report mas set to the FAL on ; 
December 23, 1963, and shthongh Subermal. evisdense in tthe 8 upplenental 
Report suggests a flow of inforastion 
Bethsads Naval Hespitel to the Pals 



% Thab the doctors and at least one mrse st Puridan Bospital <a 
believed that the wound at the Adamts apple wad an entrance moun 
even though it was an exit wound, BO 

10. That De, Perry and his colleagues were misunierstead and 1 Lereperted 
in the press, and all the reporters made the identical error in quoting 
‘them as saying thal there was an entrance wourd in the throat. 
Ihe That the "lost" tape recording of Dry Perry's press conference after 

| pronounced dead would, if it was wraslabla, confixm 

che assertion in the Warren Report thet the Parkland Hospital decters 

velieved that the wound could have been an entrance or exit wound, | 
12, That the approximately 30 reports of FST and Seoret Service 

interviews with Parkland Hospital doctors and muses which have bean | 

suppressed would, Lf made available, corroborate the claim that the. 
wound was thought to be elther entrance or exit, . 

ie hah al'shongh the Seeret Service was in possession of the attopay 

appendix te the Warren Report within a week of 
a eeried oub reenactment experiments on December 5, 

coven how the President was hit in the front fron behind 

aS at exercises im pure research, 

lis That although the autopsy x-rays ani photographs have been suppressed 
and renin in unknow custody, they show an entrance wound in the neck end 
not below the neck or showldere, and another entrance wound in the back 
of the heed, although that is not shown in ti Ips 02 
corroborated ty four of five nomneticel observers ab the autopsy. 

De That Chief Justice Bar) Warren, and his colleagues, and his stat 
MBLESION, afa above Suspicion, and that the Government never 

lies to the people. 



with. the President) 
Treomy s alga and concealed from 

not discernible 
the Zapruder © filmy and others who here. 

= ft color slides intensively winigtie 




